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Fall 2018 

McGill Council on Palliative Care 

 
The McGill Council on Palliative Care, founded in 1994, is a not-for-profit volunteer organization that serves as 
an educational resource and advocacy group for end-of-life care. It is dedicated to increasing public awareness 
and support for palliative care, within and beyond the McGill University network. 

 
Reflections on Palliative Care 
Andrea Courey 
 
No experience can match the challenge of accompanying my lovely daughter Chloe as her life comes to an 
end. The palliative care voyage is one of the most difficult and potentially the most life affirming. 
 
In this ward of the hospital the illusion is over. The prince and the pauper are equals. Forget Bentleys or 
BMW’s. The vehicle of choice is now a wheelchair.   
 
Family caring for family with the potential to love, to endure all manner of anxiety, the breakdown of bodily 
functions, sleepless nights, ranting and rage, guilt, and especially grief; the staff caring for patients and family 
members alike. Their role, more compassion than medical care, is unique in this institutional setting. This 
work is a calling. 
 
Oh, the value of tears as silent and often not so silent harbingers of release. Blessed tears. And the gifts, they 
are everywhere. Small, quiet moments of massage, my excuse to commit your physicality to memory. The 
relief on your face as the hot water streams down your broken body. The sheer enjoyment of having your hair 
washed and blow-dried. Moisturizing cream applied to dry feet. No one in that whole hospital is cleaner than 
you. Do you ever love the comfort of hot running water. 
 
I take pictures of your body, emaciated, with that huge tumor sticking out. I even take pictures of you the last 
afternoon of your life. I send one to Uncle Al, telling him ‘This is it, you won’t see Chloe alive again’. 
 
Even on that last afternoon, you never complain. But, you are a total pain right till the end, fiercely 
independent, scowling, telling me to get lost, trying to separate so that the inevitable severing of the physical 
would be less painful for me. What courage! You never complain, even when all you can do is throw up. 
 

 
“The truth is, once you learn how to die, 
you learn how to live.” 
 

—Mitch Albom, 
Tuesdays with Morrie 

 
 
www.mcgill.ca/council-on-palliative-care 
 
International Congress on Palliative Care, 
Montreal, October 2-5, 2018 
(www.pal2018.com) 
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Small things traumatize me from those hours after you passed. I leave the room when the nurse comes in to 
prepare your body to go to the morgue. When I go back in after, I see your pyjamas in the garbage.  My first 
instinct is to wonder what they’re doing in the garbage. Clo, how could you throw out your pyjamas? 
 
When they wheel you out on the metal gurney, completely covered by the white bag, I can see the outline of 
your body, your curls, your nose. I need to put my hands on you one more time. The orderly is kind. He steps 
back, turning away. I place my hands on your head, offering one last blessing. I feel your nose, one last time. 
Then it is my turn to turn away. That is an unbearable moment. 
 
It takes a while for reality to sink in. We clear out the room and that’s when I see the green paper clip. 
Something about that paper clip. Now, every time I see a paper clip I think of you. We cling to whatever we 
can to keep the memory alive. I have pictures, videos, your artwork, cards, letters but what triggers me? A 
paper clip. 
 
The palliative experience really allowed me time to complete, to atone, to allow, to love. The process was 
authentic, real. Although all that inactivity was completely exhausting, there was something so life affirming 
about palliative care. It’s life at its most real, stripped of the fluff that we get caught up in, that we become 
unconsciously lulled into believing is real. It’s about relationship to each other, to our beliefs about life and 
death and what comes after. 
 
In my quest to understand the essence of the palliative process, I stumble upon Dr. Sharon Baker of St. 
Joseph’s Health Care in London, Ontario. She talks of the constant struggle to exist. Funding is always 
threatened. The CBC report states that although 90% of Canadians will need it, more than 70% don’t have 
access to palliative care.  Cutbacks, tight budgets, underfunding, understaffing, the litany goes on and on. 
 
Baker seems genuinely open, kind, compassionate. What matters, she says, is giving someone a good death. I 
agree. 
 
Dr. Christine Newman from the Toronto Hospital for Sick Kids takes a more no nonsense approach. She sees 
a good death as primarily: stating how you want to be remembered, mending any relationships that need 
mending, discussing the spiritual side and being ready for what comes next. Then it’s pain control and dying 
in the place of your choice. She is committed and articulate. 
 
Dr. Balfour Mount is considered the father of palliative care in North America. In 1973, he set up the first 
palliative ward in Canada, in Montreal’s Royal Victoria Hospital. Pamela Price, a volunteer in that ward for 
over ten years, recalls his approach and his compassionate nature with patients. 
 
‘I used to see Dr. Mount on his rounds at the Vic. He believed that end of life patients needed care, as opposed 
to others in the profession who saw them as patients for whom nothing more could be done.  He used to say 
‘meet people where they are. Not where we think they should be.’ His approach was that end of life is full of 
so much life. For him, this time was about taking the time to appreciate that someone is about to die. 
 
We understood that there is an intimacy in caring for someone who is dying. I remember the patients by name, 
their regrets, their struggles, their last wishes. I sat with many of them as they took their last breath. It was 
never work. It was a privilege.’ 
 
Now 85, she recalls that a true conversation could help them feel fully alive, fully engaged and human.  ‘You 
may think that small conversation doesn’t matter but it does,’ she said. 
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Bob Geldoff said, ‘When life is at its most difficult, the possibilities of blinding human beauty come through.’  
Chloe, I do believe we assisted you to have a beautiful death and for that, I celebrate. 
 
 

 
 
 
Our Activities… 
 
Compassionate Communities…McGill 
 
Compassionate communities embrace a public health approach to end-of-life care in which death, 
dying, loss and care is everyone's responsibility, and not just the responsibility of the medical system. 
This approach views the community as an equal partner in the task of providing quality care at the 
end of life. 
 
The Compassionate Communities movement is gaining ground because healthcare systems alone lack 
the capacity to address the social, psychological and spiritual aspects of loss, serious illness, 
bereavement, end of life care, and caregiver support. 

According to the World Health Organisation, it is absolutely crucial that communities are involved in 
their own health and wellbeing and this must include their experiences of death, dying, loss and care. 

McGill as a Compassionate Community 
 
Using it’s unique position and expertise in dealing with loss and change, death and dying and working 
within the framework of the Health and Wellness plan being developed at McGill (a 10-year strategic 
plan to promote the overall health and wellbeing of McGill students, faculty and staff), the Council is 
exploring ways to mobilize and empower members of the McGill community to better cope with 
issues around change and loss, particularly caregiving, grief and bereavement. This knowledge and 
skill set can then be taken back to families, friends and the wider community. 
 
Our vision for a more Compassionate McGill: 

• Takes a leadership role in the community to create sustainable initiatives 
• Organizes or sponsors awareness workshops, events, campaigns to promote compassion 
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• Develops and trains Compassion Community champions and ambassadors and provides 
recognition awards 

• Supports programs and events such as volunteer training, art shows, workshops 
 
Collaborative Projects with McGill 
The Council is currently laying the groundwork for a number of initiatives to shift the McGill culture to 
one of greater awareness around end-of-life issues and the Compassionate Communities movement, 
and to mobilize the McGill community to better support its members in times of loss and change. 
 
McGill Art Hive 
We are exploring: 

• Creating a ‘Wellness Hive’ within the Art Hive –photo exhibition on grief. 
• Wellness garden 
• Art Hive Pop-ups around campus focused on compassion 
• May 10, 2018: Compassionate Day at the Art Hive 

 
Libraries (Schulich Library of Physical Sciences, Life Sciences and Engineering, the McLennan 
Library) 
We are exploring: 

• Creating a media exhibition on Compassionate Communities in library lobbies. 
• Expanding the palliative care library resources a McGill 
 

School of Social Work 
We are exploring: 

• Student Mentoring Program – students helping newer students to navigate the academic 
journey and deal with issues that may arise. 

• Faculty Mentorship - to support new and junior faculty to develop their career path and 
teaching modalities. 

• Support for Employee Caregivers – partnering with CIUSSS Centre-Ouest in a pilot project to 
develop support programs and to measure their impact. 

 
McGill Community for Lifelong Learning (MCLL) 
We are exploring: 

• Partnering to create intergenerational compassionate initiatives, e.g., compassionate spaces 
and support networks (live, electronic), peer-to-peer support 

 
Reflections on the Art Pop-Ups at McGill 

 
Materials used: table with a variety of markers, crayons, pencils and a large poster board with blank 
honeycomb sections that could be filled in (see image on page 7), one-page flyers on the Council + Art 
Hive collaboration and what Compassionate Communities are about. A sheet with these guiding 
questions: “What would compassion look like if someone close to you is seriously ill?”, and , “What 
would compassion look like if you were seriously ill”? 
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March 14, 2018: School of Social Work (11:30- 1pm) 
 
We were front and centre in the lobby and most of the interaction took place when students were on 
breaks between lectures. About 25 people came by and at times it was really lively with students 
crowded around, chatting and colouring together. Students were friendly and receptive, and a number 
of people remarked that hosting a pop-up to talk about compassion was a great idea and they wanted 
to know who we were and what the project was about. Everyone has something to say or draw. Some 
people were very interested in knowing about Compassionate Communities and in participating in 
this project moving forward. 
 
March 15, 2018: Schulich Library (9:30- 11 am) 
 
At the library we were in an alcove next to the circulation desk. Students passed by on their way to the 
desk or the library. Many rushed by but quite a few stopped, approximately 25-30 to participate, get 
information, tell us their stories related to compassion, or ask questions about the project. Some 
specifically addressed end of life issues and a couple talked about palliative care. To our delight, quite 
a few young male students had something specific to say/draw about compassion, and several 
international students spoke spontaneously about how lonely they felt away from home and how 
more compassion and sense of community is needed. A few students asked if they could volunteer 
with us. All in all, we received lots of positive comments about the event and much support from the 
librarians/staff who stopped by. 
 
Our Takeaway 
 
-Art Pop-Ups serve a number of purposes: they were a good vehicle to inform people about the 
Council and the Art Hive, they served as a way to start a conversation about compassion, and in some 
instances, about what compassion means when someone is seriously ill. 
 
 -Art Pop-Ups bring people together in a fun and highly collaborative way- there was a lot of talking 
and connection while people drew, and people who did not want to draw stayed and chatted; this is an 
effective way to reach the public without big investments in time or money. The Pop-Ups were a really 
fun way to make the Council visible and accessible at a community level. 
 
-Note that several students thanked us for the event as it was considered a supportive interlude in an 
otherwise stressful day. 
 
-Just to state the obvious, compassion really does mean different things to different people (responses 
ranged from a very personal grief story to the appreciation of Canada as a compassionate country for 
refugees). 
 
- Pop-Ups were an effective way to start the conversation, to also let people know about the Council 
and the work we do, and potentially recruit volunteers. 
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Compassionate Day at the McGill Art Hive Initiative (MAHI) – May 10th 
 

During National Hospice Palliative Care Week (May 6-12) the Council hosted a Compassionate Day in 
collaboration with the McGill Art Hive Initiative. The Art Hive is located on the first floor of the 
Education building at 3700 McTavish. 
 
A series of art activities and workshops were offered throughout the day to explore the relationship 
between community and compassion and it offered a chance for people to stop and recharge as they 
interact and create with others. Everyone was welcomed – students, faculty and staff – and as is 
customary, all supplies were provided free of charge by the Art Hive. 
 

 
 
Below are the activities that took place at the Art Hive for Compassion Day: 
 
Open Studio / Posters about Compassion / Before I Die Project:  Ongoing / 9 am – 5 pm), by Maria 
Ezcurra (MAHI Art-Facilitator) 
 
There were two projects organized by Maria. The first entitled, “Before I Die, I want to…”, (inspired by 
Candy Chang’s work) where people could make their declaration or comment on a Post-it notation 
and stick it to the wall. 
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The other was a “Hive” poster where people were invited to fill in the “honeycombs” with pictures or 
words expressing, “What does compassion look like if someone close to you is seriously ill?”, and , 
“What does compassion look like if you were seriously ill”? 
 

 
 
The Raven Project (Recycling Workshop, 12-2 pm), by Nicole Bauberger & Teresa Vander Meer-
Chasse (Visiting Artists) 
 
Teresa and Nicole, both artists from the Yukon presented their large collaborative project, Scavenging 
for the many faces of Raven. 
 
Ravens are seen as “greeters”. Because they look for things that are shiny – they see and show us 
beauty. With a grant from the Canada Council for the Arts the artists have been facilitating 
community-based activities that bring people together to build and discuss what ravens mean in 
different contexts – First Nations and non First Nations, and how the different meanings may interact 
with each other.  
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Using paint, stencils, colourful and luminescent paints and other material participants were 
encouraged to create a sculptural representation of the bird in its many incarnations. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Textile Workshop (11 am-12 pm), by Lori Beavis (P. Lantz Coordinator) 
 
Lori led a cloth collage workshop in which participants could use pieces of cloth and simple materials 
to create a collage that reflected their identity and family stories. 
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Modeling Workshop (12-2 pm) with Aaron Richmond (P. Lantz Artist-in-Residence) 
 
Aron facilitated a modeling workshop, in which people could shape each other’s face on clay, as a way 
of inviting us to be aware of the expressions of the people around us. 
 

 
 
Compassionate Movements (11 am-12 pm), by Déborah Maia de Lima (P. Lantz Visiting Artist-in-
Residence) 
 
Déborah led a group in a series of movements to relax their muscles and open their minds. After everyone 
was introduced, each person was asked to contribute a movement of any kind, all of which where then put 
together as the choreography of a “dance”. It was a true lesson in observation and how we relate to each 
other. It was curious to note that sometimes we were unable to remember each other’s names, but we always 
remembered the movement that each person contributed to the choreography. 
 

 
 
 

Public Lectures 
 
Beginning in 2018, the Council will hold the Sandra Goldberg Lecture or The David Bourke Memorial 
Lecture on alternating years. 
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2018 David Bourke Memorial Lecture 
 
This year the David Bourke Memorial Lecture will be presented during the 22nd International Congress on 
Palliative Care (October 2-5), which is held biennially in Montreal. It is the longest-running Congress in 
Palliative Care and the leading event in the filed since 1976. Dr. Ira Byock will speak on, “What Mortality 
Can Teach us About Living”. 
 
Dr. Byock is a leading palliative care physician. His first book, Dying Well, is a standard in the field of 
hospice and palliative care. The Four Things That Matter Most is widely used as a counseling tool by 
palliative care and hospice programs. His most recent book, The Best Care Possible tackles the crisis that 
surrounds serious illness and dying in America and his quest to transform care through the end of life. 
 
The lecture will take place in Moyse Hall on McGill University’s main campus on Tuesday, October 2nd at 
7:30 PM. All the registrants to the Congress will be invited as well as the general public. 
 
21st Sandra Goldberg Lecture in 2019 
 
Check our web site for upcoming information. 
 

Workshops 
 
2017-2018 Workshops 
 
Every year, in the spring and fall, the Council on Palliative Care holds a series of free public workshops 
focusing on different themes that explore and discuss the barriers and strategies for achieving quality palliative 
care after a diagnosis of a life threatening illness. It is hoped that participants leave with a better understanding 
of how to access care and what care to ask for, for either a member of their family, a friend, or for themselves. 
These workshops are of interest to the general public as well as all members of the health care team wanting to 
expand their knowledge. Our workshops offer a diversified group of presenters and topics that reinforces our 
collective understanding of compassionate palliative care. 
There were three workshops in this series. 
 
Fall 2017 
 
There were two workshops in the fall of 2017, held at the Montreal West United Church. The first, given by 
Zelda Freitas, social worker, was “Getting what you need: communicating with the health care team”. 
 
The goal of the workshop was to engage the audience in exploring ideas and to give them tips and tools that 
would positively impact their personal journey and/or that of the person to whom they were providing care. 
Some of the topics addressed included, the changing healthcare system; how palliative care is delivered in the 
community; how caregivers can access services; the type of support services available. Attendees participated 
in a reflective activity on support systems – how to build or add to their own supportive network by 
identifying their present and future needs and challenges. 
It was emphasized that quality palliative care and end-of-life care requires a team effort which always includes 
the patient and their significant others. Topics such as managing household chores; communicating with 
extended family members and friends; problem solving; coordinating and providing care; expressing emotions 
and dealing with conflict were some of the themes addressed. While perhaps not a trained medical 
professional, life experience through caregiving makes the caregiver an expert on his/her husband, wife, 
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mother, father, and friend. Therefore establishing a partnership and point of contact with the Palliative Care 
Team is essential. 
 
Key take-away message: A team of individuals with a wide range of skills best tackles the wide range of 
caregiving tasks and emotions. 
 
The second workshop, “Caring for ourselves while caring for others” was based on a video of Dr. Gabor Maté, 
author of the book, “When the body says no”. Dr. Maté spent 20 years in family practice and palliative care. A 
discussion followed, which was led by Sue Britton who is a registered nurse. 
 
Spring 2018 
 
On April 12th 2018, Patrick Durivage and Zelda Freitas, professionals within the Quebec health care system 
and members of the Council presented a workshop entitled, Helping someone in their last chapter of life at the 
Mount Sinai Hospital. 
The workshop was centred on Law 2 – An Act Respecting End-of-Life Care. At the end of 2015, the Quebec 
health care network went through a major transformation with the implementation of Law 2. This resulted in 
all health care providers, in all settings (hospitals, long term care facilities, home care, etc.), requiring basic 
training in palliative care to try to make it more accessible. 
The Council was pleased to offer this presentation, using a practical approach, to caregivers in Montreal who 
wish to increase their understanding of Law 2. The presentation included a clinical vignette to engage the 
participants in a dialogue on the four components of the law: Access to Palliative Care, Advance Medical 
Directives, Palliative Sedation and Medical Aid in Dying. An information package was provided to all 
participants at the presentation. 

************************************ 
In December of 2015 the Québec Government launched a public information campaign to help the population 
understand Law 2. However, the information in English was inadequate and the new law remained unfamiliar 
to many in the Anglo community. Almost three years later individuals, families and caregivers are still finding 
it difficult to understand the options of care outlined in the law. 
Funding has been received to provide presentations to the English speaking population. This funding pays for 
projects that aim to increase access to Health and Social Services for the English speaking community. 
 
Both facilitators remain available to provide workshops to other organizations in Montreal. 
To book a presentation, free of charge, please contact Patrick at 514-484-7878 local 1472. 
 
The second workshop was given by Dr. Eugene Bereza, who is the Director of the newly created MUHC 
Centre for Applied Ethics. Dr. Bereza is a family physician and bioethicist with a background in biology, 
literature, music therapy, and palliative care. His topic was, “Advanced Care Planning - “Speak-Up: It’s 
about conversations, decisions, and how we care for each other”. The take away message was that there is not 
only one way to do things, to keep your relationships in good standing and the patient has the ultimate power 
to decision making as long as they are competent and well informed. A question and answer period rounded 
up the workshop. 
 
2019 Workshops 
 
Please check our web site for information about upcoming workshops. 
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Palliative Care Volunteer Training 
 
The McGill Palliative Care Volunteer Training is based on, and conforms to, the standards of the Canadian 
Hospice Palliative Care Association (CHPCA) and the Plan directeur de développement des compétences des 
intervenants en soins palliatifs  de la direction de la lutte contre le cancer du Québec. 
 
The 24-hour training is designed to enhance one’s understanding of end-of-life issues and covers a broad 
number of topics: history and philosophy of palliative care, the role of the volunteer and coordinator; the dying 
process; communication skills, boundary issues, self-care, confidentiality, ethics, bereavement, as well as, 
spiritual and cultural diversity. The Volunteer Coordinators from each of the McGill affiliated sites organize 
group discussions and experiential work to cover the topics. Upon completion, volunteers will be able to offer 
basic supportive listening, compassionate presence, empathy and active listening to palliative patients and 
their family members at any of the McGill affiliated hospitals and hospice palliative care sites. Volunteers will 
receive a certificate upon full attendance and completion of the training. 
 
The Palliative Care Volunteer Training is given once or twice a year, either Spring and/or Fall. The format is 
decided prior to the training and is usually two to three full day workshops and one to two evening sessions. 
The training is mandatory for all new volunteers in Palliative Care at McGill affiliated adult centres: Hope and 
Cope at Jewish General Hospital, Mount Sinai Hospital, Cedars Can Support at McGill University Health 
Centre at The Glen, St. Mary’s Hospital Centre and West Island Palliative Care Residence.  
There is a small fee to cover the cost of photocopies, lunch, coffee and refreshments. 
 
In Spring 2018, Mount Sinai Hospital hosted the McGill Volunteer Training Program. There were 52 people 
registered with 40 completing the course. 
 
The course was developed with the support and contribution of the Mount Sinai Palliative Care Team of 
physicians and nurses.  

 
The next session will take place this Fall at Mount Sinai. 
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Article(s) of interest: 
 
Family Perspectives. Death and Dying in Canada 
A Vanier Institute of the Family Publication. May 2018 
http://vanierinstitute.ca/download/15180/ 
 
Palliative Care: The “Miracle Drug” Still Missing in Many Clinical Pathways. 
https://www.journalofclinicalpathways.com/article/palliative-care-miracle-drug-still-missing-many-clinical-
pathways 
 

 
Thanks to our sponsors in 2017-2018 

 
Armand Des Rosiers 
The Goldberg Family 
The Hay Foundation 

West Island Palliative Care Residence 
Zeller Family Foundation 

 
 

Thanks to those who contributed to this newsletter: 
 

Sue Britton 
Andrea Courey 

Patrick Durivage 
Zelda Freitas 

Frances Morris 
Devon Phillips 

Carol Steadman 
 

www.mcgill.ca/council-on-palliative-care 
 

On our web site you will find: 

Recorded lectures and workshops 
Frequently asked questions 

Newsletters 
Reading list 

Articles of interest 
Volunteer training videos and manuals 

Upcoming events 
Useful links 

 

 @PalliativeCares 
 

http://vanierinstitute.ca/download/15180/
https://www.journalofclinicalpathways.com/article/palliative-care-miracle-drug-still-missing-many-clinical-pathways
https://www.journalofclinicalpathways.com/article/palliative-care-miracle-drug-still-missing-many-clinical-pathways
http://www.mcgill.ca/council-on-palliative-care
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 CouncilOnPalliativeCare 
ConseilSoinsPalliatifs 

For more information: fmpa202@gmail.com 

“There are only four kinds of people in the world – those who have been caregivers, those who 
are currently caregivers, those who will be caregivers and those who will need caregivers.” 

Rosalynn Carter 

 

mailto:fmpa202@gmail.com

